Please join us in celebrating the commencement festivities by using the hashtag
#catgrad18

FAIR MSU

Words by Mabel Kinney Hall
Music by Ilse-Mari Lee

Fling wide our colors bright and true,
Sunlight Gold and Ether Blue,
Fit emblem of our college days,
Proudly we our banner raise

Oh, MSU, right loyally
We offer songs of praise to thee
Long may thy power enduring be,
Alma mater, hail to thee.

STAND UP AND CHEER

Words by Edward A. Duddy
Music by Paul P. McNeely

Stand up and cheer,
Cheer long and loud for dear Montana State,
For today we raise
The blue and gold to wave victorious!

Our sturdy band now is fighting
And we are sure to win the fray
We’ve got the vim, we’re here to win,
For this is dear Montana State.
ACADEMIC REGALIA

The academic regalia—consisting of cap, gown and hood—originated in about the twelfth century. It was primarily worn for warmth. Subsequently, the material of the gown and the lining and shape of the hood represented economic and social as well as academic status.

In the United States, the majority of the academic regalia now worn is in accordance with the general provisions of the Intercollegiate Code of 1895. Under this code, bachelors’ gowns are made with pointed sleeves; masters’ gowns are made with long, closed sleeves with an arc near the bottom; doctors’ gowns are made with round, open sleeves. Usually gowns are black, although some American and foreign universities use colors.

Bachelors’ and masters’ gowns are untrimmed. Doctors’ gowns are faced down the front with velvet with three velvet bars across the sleeves. The velvet facing and bars may be black or they may be the color of the field of study. A woman may wear a white collar with a bachelor’s gown.

Hoods are black. The doctor’s hood is four feet in length; the master’s three and one-half feet. Hoods are lined with the official colors of the university. The velvet borders of the hoods, which are three and five inches wide for the masters’ and doctors’ degrees respectively, identify the fields of study to which the degrees pertain.

The black mortarboard cap is standard in the United States. It is an essential part of the academic dress and is to be retained on the head throughout all academic exercises except during prayer. In particular, the cap is not to be removed at any point in the conferment of a degree.

A long tassel is fastened to the middle top point of the cap and lies as it will thereon. Students graduating with highest honors wear a gold tassel on their caps. A blue tassel identifies those graduating with honors.

Students from Montana State University who have served a period of active duty in the U.S. Armed Forces are wearing a red, white, and blue honor cord during Commencement ceremonies in recognition of their service to our country.

For all academic purposes, the colors associated with the different subjects are as follows:

- Agriculture, Maize
- Architecture, Blue Lilac
- Arts and Letters, White
- Business, Sapphire Blue
- Dentistry, Lilac
- Economics, Copper
- Education, Light Blue
- Engineering, Orange
- Fine Arts, Brown
- Forestry, Russet
- Humanities, Crimson
- Library Science, Lemon
- Medicine, Green
- Music, Pink
- Nursing, Apricot
- Oratory, Silver Gray
- Pharmacy, Olive Green
- Philosophy, Dark Blue
- Physical Education, Sage Green
- Public Health, Salmon Pink
- Science, Golden Yellow
- Theology, Scarlet
- Veterinary Science, Gray
- Law, Purple
ORDER OF EXERCISES
MORNING CEREMONY

ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY-EIGHTH GRADUATING CLASS
SATURDAY, MAY 5TH · TWO THOUSAND EIGHTEEN · BRICK BREEDEN FIELDHOUSE

PROCESIONAL
Michael Babcock, Ph.D., Grand Marshal
*Flourish for Wind Band* by Ralph Vaughan Williams
*Pomp and Circumstance No. 1* by Edward Elgar
MSU Wind Symphony, Nathan Stark, D.M.A., Conductor
*Star Spangled Banner* by Francis Scott Key
Led by Erin Equall

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Waded Cruzado, Ph.D., President of Montana State University

PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATE AND CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREE
Waded Cruzado, Ph.D., President of Montana State University
Robert Mokwa, Ph.D., Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost

MESSAGE TO THE CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
William “Bill” Pullman MFA, Honoris Causa
College of Arts and Architecture

PRESENTATION OF CLASSES OF
1948, 1958, 1968

ALUMNI WELCOME TO THE CLASS
Kerry Hanson, M.Ed., Vice President of Alumni Relations, MSU Alumni Foundation

PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Robert Mokwa, Ph.D., Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost

CONFERRING OF DOCTORAL DEGREES
Waded Cruzado, Ph.D., President of Montana State University
Karlene Hoo, Ph.D., Dean, The Graduate School

CONFERRING OF MASTER DEGREES
Waded Cruzado, Ph.D., President of Montana State University
Karlene Hoo, Ph.D., Dean, The Graduate School

CONFERRING OF BACHELOR DEGREES
Waded Cruzado, Ph.D., President of Montana State University
Robert Mokwa, Ph.D., Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost
Royce Smith, Ph.D., Dean, College of Arts & Architecture
Kregg Aytes, Ph.D., Dean, Jake Jabs College of Business and Entrepreneurship
Nicol Rae, Ph.D., P.E., Dean, College of Letters and Science
Robert Hietala, M.S.W., Dean, Gallatin College

MUSICAL SELECTION
*Alma Mater* by Mabel Kinney Hall
Performed by Erin Equall, Music
Alethia Heidi, Music Education
Joseph Kilen, Music Education
Logan Henke, Music Education and Music Technology
Kirk Aamot
Wind Symphony, Graduates and Guests
Words on back cover

RECESSIONAL
*March from 1941* by John Williams
MSU Wind Symphony, Nathan Stark, D.M.A., Conductor
**ORDER OF EXERCISES**

**AFTERNOON CEREMONY**

ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY-EIGHTH GRADUATING CLASS  
SATURDAY, MAY 5TH · TWO THOUSAND EIGHTEEN · BRICK BREEDEN FIELDHOUSE

---

**PROCESSIONAL**

- Michael Babcock, Ph.D., Grand Marshal
  - *Flourish for Wind Band* by Ralph Vaughan Williams
  - *Pomp and Circumstance No. 1* by Edward Elgar

MSU Wind Symphony, Nathan Stark, D.M.A., Conductor

- *Star Spangled Banner* by Francis Scott Key
  - Led by Erin Equall

**ANNOUNCEMENTS**

- Waded Cruzado, Ph.D., President of Montana State University

**PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATE AND CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREE**

- Waded Cruzado, Ph.D., President of Montana State University
- Robert Mokwa, Ph.D., Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost

**MESSAGE TO THE CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES**

- Martin J. Goldsmith B.A., Honoris Causa
  - College of Arts and Architecture

**ALUMNI WELCOME TO THE CLASS**

- Kerry Hanson, M.Ed., Vice President of Alumni Relations, MSU Alumni Foundation

**PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES**

- Robert Mokwa, Ph.D., Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost

**CONFERRING OF DOCTORAL DEGREES**

- Waded Cruzado, Ph.D., President of Montana State University
- Karlene Hoo, Ph.D., Dean, The Graduate School

**CONFERRING OF MASTER DEGREES**

- Waded Cruzado, Ph.D., President of Montana State University
- Karlene Hoo, Ph.D., Dean, The Graduate School

**CONFERRING OF BACHELOR DEGREES**

- Waded Cruzado, Ph.D., President of Montana State University
- Robert Mokwa, Ph.D., Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost
- Charles Boyer, Ph.D., Vice President and Dean for Agriculture, Alison Harmon, Ph.D., Dean, College of Education, Health and Human Development
- Brett Gunnink, Ph.D., Dean, Norm Asbjornson College of Engineering
- Sarah Shannon, Ph.D., R.N., FAAN, Dean, College of Nursing

**MUSICAL SELECTION**

- *Alma Mater* by Mabel Kinney Hall
  - Performed by Erin Equall, Music
- Alethia Heidi, Music Education
- Joseph Kilen, Music Education
- Logan Henke, Music Education and Music Technology
- Kirk Aamot
  - Wind Symphony, Graduates and Guests
  - Words on back cover

**RECESSIONAL**

- *March from 1941* by John Williams
  - MSU Wind Symphony, Nathan Stark, D.M.A., Conductor
Martin Goldsmith is known for bringing classical music to a worldwide audience and for advocating an appreciation of music in everyday life. For a decade until 1999, he hosted NPR’s premiere classical music program, “Performance Today.” Subsequently, he has hosted Sirius/XM Radio’s Symphony Hall channel, where he continues to bring music to life by exploring its historical and cultural context. He is currently the director of Sirius/XM Radio’s classical music programming. Goldsmith is also an accomplished author whose books explore the history of his Jewish family and the relevance of those stories to contemporary life.

Born in St. Louis, Missouri, Goldsmith earned a bachelor’s degree at Johns Hopkins University and embarked on a career in radio, joining “Performance Today” in 1987. He has sung in operas, written musical reviews for The Washington Post and narrated performances of the National Symphony Orchestra. He has received prestigious awards including Yale’s Cultural Leadership Citation and the George Foster Peabody Award. He plays the French horn.

Goldsmith’s books include “The Beatles Come to America” and “The Inextinguishable Symphony: A True Story of Music and Love in Nazi Germany,” which recounts the importance of music to his parents and other Jews in Germany during the ever-tightening repression of the Nazi regime. His latest book, “Alex’s Wake: A Voyage of Betrayal and a Journey of Remembrance,” traces the ill-fated journey of his Jewish grandfather and uncle as they fled Nazi Germany, only to be eventually murdered at the concentration camp at Auschwitz. Goldsmith’s books have made him well-known in Montana’s Jewish community.

Goldsmith has spent much time in Montana and last year he established full-time residence in the state.
As an adjunct faculty member at Montana State University in the late 1970s and early 1980s, Bill Pullman breathed life into the theater program and left a lasting, positive impact on its students.

“He was like a breath of fresh air, and many students sought him out,” said Gordon Carpenter, one of Pullman’s former students. “He was, as I know he still is, insightful, encouraging, extremely intelligent, creative and full of boundless energy.”

Pullman joined Montana Shakespeare in the Parks in 1977 as a touring actor. In 1978, he acted and served as a director with the company, a position he continued through the 1983 season. In part because of the love he developed for Montana through Shakespeare in the Parks, Pullman joined the MSU College of Arts and Architecture as an adjunct faculty member of theater in 1979. There, he quickly rose through the ranks to become co-chair of the theater program.

Pullman left MSU in 1981 to pursue an acting career on Broadway in New York City. He later moved to Los Angeles, where he made his film debut in “Ruthless People” in 1986, followed by a lead role in “Space Balls.” Since then, Pullman has starred in 64 films, including “Sleepless in Seattle,” “While You Were Sleeping,” “Malice,” “Independence Day,” “Bottle Shock,” “The Battle of the Sexes” and “Walking Out.” He also played the title role in “The Ballad of Lefty Brown,” filmed entirely in Montana, for which he received the Excellence in Acting award at the Woodstock Film Festival. Pullman’s acting career has also included 30 major stage productions as well as several TV series such as HBO’s “Too Big to Fail” and USA’s “The Sinner,” a role for which he won a 2018 Critics Choice Awards best actor nomination.

Pullman and his family now own a cattle ranch near Whitehall, where he helps with local community conservation campaigns and continues to support local arts groups, including Montana Shakespeare in the Parks. He has also returned to MSU to serve as a guest lecturer.
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

DOCTORAL DEGREES

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

Doctor of Philosophy in Ecology and Environmental Sciences

Subodh Adhikari
Advisor: Fabian Menalled, Ph.D., Co-Advisor: Laura Burkle, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: Impacts of Dryland Farming Systems on Biodiversity, Plant-Insect Interactions, and Ecosystem Services

Jason Michael Wood
Advisor: David Ward, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: Theory-based Demarcation of Hot Spring Microbial Mat Species from Large DNA Datasets

Doctor of Philosophy in Immunology and Infectious Diseases

Alix Elise Herr
Advisor: Matthew Taylor, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: The Intercellular Spread of Alphaherpesviruses

Doctor of Philosophy in Plant Science

Riyadh Talib Jasim Al-Khafaji
Advisor: Alan Dyer, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: An Assessment of Plant Parasitic Nematodes Associated with Montana’s Wheat and Barley Fields
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, HEALTH AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

Doctor of Philosophy in Education

Amanda Christine Obery  Advisor: Michael Brody, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: Measuring Cognitive Engagement and Motivation in Informal Contexts

Doctor of Education

Joanna May Bowns  Advisor: William Ruff, Ed.D.
Dissertation Title: Effective Teachers Building Relational Trust with Diverse Students to Improve Reading Achievement

Denise Marie Elakovich  Advisor: Carrie Myers, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: Does a Student’s Use of Self-Regulation Change in the Flipped Classroom?

Spencer Theodore Johnson  Advisor: Ann Ewbank, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: On a Heuristic Point of View Concerning Social Media News and Secondary Teachers

Katherine Renee Kaminski  Advisor: Tricia Seifert, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: Double Secret Probation, Bias, and Equity: A University Conduct Review

Virginia L. Mohr  Advisor: Ann Ellsworth, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: Who I Am: Supporting Pre-Service Teacher Integrity within An Evidence-Based Student Teaching Assessment Program

Cali Marie Morrison  Advisor: Carrie Myers, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: College Choice and Competency-Based Education Learner Motivations

Ahmed Shukri Shawli  Advisor: Michael Brody, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: Concept Mapping as an Assessment of Cognitive Load and Mental Effort in Complex Problem Solving in Chemistry

Robin J. Zerbe  Advisor: Tena Versland, Ed.D.
Dissertation Title: Teacher Self-Efficacy Development in an International School in the Dominican Republic
NORM ASBJORNSON COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science

Alan Michael Cleary
Dissertation Title: *Computational Pan-Genomics: Algorithms and Applications*

Daniel Salinas
Dissertation Title: *New Methods in Computation of Reaction Fluxes from Metabolomics Data*

Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering

Amirhossein Jafari
Dissertation Title: *An Investigation of Operational Performance on Two-Lane Highways*

Amir Jamali
Dissertation Title: *A Systemic Pedestrian Safety Planning Tool for Rural and Small Urban Areas*
COLLEGE OF LETTERS AND SCIENCE

Doctor of Philosophy in American Studies

Gianna M. Savoie
Advisor: Michael Reidy, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: Our Storied Sea: Crafting a Collective Narrative of the Ocean through Accompaniment

Jennifer Néso’eó’e Woodcock-Medicine Horse
Advisor: Robert Rydell, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: Green Museums Waking Up the World: Indigenous and Mainstream Approaches to Exploring Sustainability

Doctor of Philosophy in Biochemistry

Sarah E. Partovi
Advisor: John Peters, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: The Coenzyme M Biosynthetic Pathway in Zanthobacter autotrophicus Py2: The Smallest Known Organic Cofactor

Brody K. Bessire
Advisor: Timothy Minton, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: Pyrolysis of Thermal Protection System Materials: Molar Yields of Volatile Products Derived from In Situ Mass Spectrometric Measurements

Vanessa Jean Murray
Advisor: Timothy Minton, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: Gas-Surface Interactions with SP2 Carbon in Extreme Environments

Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry

Linnea Christiana Sando
Advisor: William Wyckoff, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: Sheep Country in Three Western American Localities: Place, Identity, Landscape, Community, and Family

Justin T. Martin
Co-Advisor: David Roberts, Ph.D., Co-Advisor: Jia Hu, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: Exploring the Role of Water in Tree Growth and What Trees Can Tell Us About the Hydroclimate of the Past

Doctor of Philosophy in Mathematics

Diana Ruth Schepens
Advisor: Tomas Gedeon, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: Emergence of Cooperative Behavior in Microbial Consortia
Doctor of Philosophy in Microbiology

Tatsuya Akiyama
Adviser: Michael Franklin, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: The Roles of Hibernation Promoting Factor in Resuscitation of Pseudomonas Aeruginosa from Dormancy

Ashley E. Beck
Adviser: Ross Carlson, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: Microbial Interactions and the Role of Environmental Stress in Natural and Synthetic Consortia

Eli Winfield Sward
Adviser: Jovanka Voyich, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: The Staphylococcus Aureus Two Component System, SaeRS, Modulates Monocyte Production of TNF-α to Influence Neutrophil Functions

Doctor of Philosophy in Physics

Nicholas Peter Loutrel
Adviser: Nicolas Yunes, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: Eccentric Compact Binaries: Modeling the Inspiral and Gravitational Wave Emission

Alexander Mikhaylov
Adviser: Aleksander Rebane, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: Quantitative Multiphoton Absorption Spectroscopy

Margaret Millhouse
Adviser: Neil Cornish, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: Detecting and Characterizing Gravitational Waves with Minimal Assumptions
Kendra Marie Brown
Dissertation Title: Perceived Benefits of Preceptor Education: Mind the Gap

Claire Elizabeth Buckingham
Dissertation Title: Increased Health Literacy in Adolescents

Jennifer Angelique Carlson
Dissertation Title: Identification of Barriers and Facilitators to Implementation of an Opioid-Alternative Protocol to Treat Patients with Migraine in the Emergency Department

Zachary Lee Deffinbaugh
Dissertation Title: Perceptions of Nurse Practitioners Among Montana Critical Access Hospital Leadership

Susana Joy Donofry
Dissertation Title: Prevention of Postpartum Depression at an OB/GYN Clinic: A Translational Research Project Using Group Interpersonal Psychotherapy

Courtney Lee Funderburk
Dissertation Title: An Integrative Review of Utilizing Mutual Goal Setting with the Elective Coronary Artery Bypass Graft Patient to Improve Postoperative Physiotherapy Adherence

Russell Ryan Herring
Dissertation Title: Cost-Effective Strategies to Minimize Heart Failure Readmission Rates

Wade G. Hill
Dissertation Title: Improving Quality through the Development of a Benzodiazepine Sparing Protocol for Treating Alcohol Withdrawal in a Community Correctional Setting

Ruth Elizabeth King
Dissertation Title: Preliminary Integrative Guidelines for Aromatherapy: A Tool for Healthcare Providers

Alice Anne Luehr
Dissertation Title: Use of Ultrasound Guidance During Cannulation of Arteriovenous Fistulas or Arteriovenous Grafts

Heather Jo McKenzie
Dissertation Title: Nurse Practitioners with Independent Practice Can Help Improve Emergency Department Quality Measures

Whitney Barnekoff McKinley
Dissertation Title: Impact of Complementary Relaxation Therapy Education for Palliative Care Nurses
Marcus Paul Nicola  
Advisor: Teresa Seright, Ph.D.  
Dissertation Title: The Role of Hemoglobin A1C Testing in Undiagnosed Diabetes and Myocardial Infarction in Emergency and Intensive Care Settings

Margaret Lynn Phillips  
Advisor: Jennifer Sofie, D.N.P.  
Dissertation Title: Nurse Willingness to Implement iPad-Based Education in the Care of Heart Failure Patients

Willow Anne Sheehan  
Advisor: Jennifer Sofie, D.N.P.  
Dissertation Title: The Progression from Acute to Chronic Low Back Pain: A Systematic Review of Risk Factors and Practice Recommendations

Heath L. Shomate  
Advisor: Susan Luparell, Ph.D.  
Dissertation Title: Implementation of a Quality-Improvement Project to Improve Identification of Patients at High Risk for Psychiatric Hospitalization

Jenna Lee Upham  
Advisor: Jennifer Sofie, D.N.P.  
Dissertation Title: Instituting a Preceptor Training Program: Stage 1: Needs Assessment, Stage 2: Implementation

EDUCATION SPECIALIST  
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, HEALTH AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

Stacey R. Blacksmith
MASTER DEGREES

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

Master of Science in Animal and Range Sciences
Sarah Anne Blatter
Jarrett MacKenzie Payne
Torrey Daniel Ritter
Anish Sapkota
Skyler T. Vold

Master of Science in Applied Economics
Thomas J. Gumbley
Logan James Hendrix
James Matonte
Finn Ottey McMichael
Erika Lynn Refslund

Master of Science in Entomology
Dayane A. Reis

Master of Science in Land Rehabilitation
Shannon Leigh Dillard

Master of Science in Land Resources and Environmental Sciences
Christopher George Caron
Hillary E. Cimino
Kelly Matthew Dalton
Molly Rae Hammond
Rebecca J. Hosley
Carson Langston
Michael Jeffrey Oldham
Daniel Robert Kinzy Rottinghaus
Blair K. Shackford
Heather S. Stukas
Eric Andrew Trum

Master of Science in Plant Science
Paula Ropp Guastello
Mehmet Erkan Ozseyhan

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND ARCHITECTURE

Master of Architecture
Cara Margaret Bionde
Shane Thomas Caye
Jonathan Chavez-Mercado
Trevor Benjamin Frey
Kathryn Rose Kennedy-Hubler
Michaela Rae Liebel
Devin M. MacCracken
Joel Michael Ronish
Emily Lucille Scott
Adam Jon Shilling
Robin David Wilder

Master of Fine Arts in Art
Rachael Marne Jones
Ryan Keith Parker
Kelsie Kathleen Rudolph

Master of Fine Arts in Science and Natural History Filmmaking
Jared David Berent
Hugo R. Sindelar

Master of Arts in Art History
Dani K. Huvaere
Kearstin A. Jacobson
JAKE JABS COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Master of Professional Accountancy

Tyler Joseph Bervy Seth John Hedge Lauren Nicole Satchell
Rebecca Ellen Burkenpas Cody Thomas Lambert Alan Nels Stelling
Amanda Ruth Clark David James Lowe Cortney Rose Thompson
Meghan Marie Dyer Jacob M. Popp La Tu
Madison Kylee Hauck Darcy Rae Quinnell Josh Andrew Zeller

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, HEALTH AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

Master of Education in Adult and Higher Education

Hanan Alkalaji Katherine Anne Gahagan Colin Smith

Master of Education in Curriculum and Instruction

Scott Alan Bartram Ian Fowden Lena Marie Romeo
Patrick Arthur Beckwith Gustavo Adolfo Garces Brett Pierson Tallman
Angela Faye Beddow Brooke Gardner Julie Anne Terry
Tara Elizabeth Berg Carly Gieryc Samantha Agnetta Desiree Villa
Alexander Stanislaw Caprara-Kaps Danielle Gabriella Helvie-Juarez Jill Waldbillig
Johan Owen Dana Erin Donley Jackson Thomas Edward Wood
Katrina Anne Dingman Elizabeth Joy Kennedy Adrienne Mariah Zimny

Master of Education in Educational Leadership

Thomas Morgan Baty Nathan William Hicks Garrett Matthew Stannard
Jacob P. Bleskin Kurtis Boyd Koenig Andrea Lee Thares
Kelsey M. Brown Kelsey K. Lowry Keely M. West
Clintanna Marie Colliflower Jamie Beth McGraw Nathan Andrew Wilcox
Franklin Joseph Gilbert Joshua A. Monson William Henry Witttpenn IV
Jerry Marlin Grandahl, Jr. Tyler Ray Moody Heather Marie Wolery
Shannon Elizabeth Guilfoyle Tyrie Lynn Moore Byron W. Woods
Melissa Lee Han Nicholas M. Ottoy

Master of Education in School Counseling

Olivia Gray Blood Kelsey McPherson Abigail Villeneuve
Ciara Beket Hayes

Master of Science in Community Health

Meredith Lorraine Howard Raeanna R. Howe

Master of Science in Counseling

Breezy Adams Luke Hobbs Forney Blair Anne Hensen
Shay Georden Brownlee Kala Renee Frantz Michael Cory Mestas
Molly McCall Damm Tess Lorraine Hagenlock Jillian Faye Mord
Lisa Ashley Derzay Amanda Dawn Heath
Master of Science in Exercise and Nutrition Sciences

Damon A. Garnas  Heidi B. Nunnikhoven  Cory James Snyder

Master of Science in Sustainable Food Systems

Erin M. Smith  Leah Jean Smutko  Elizabeth Mary Svisco

NORM ASBJORNSON COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Master of Engineering

Caroline M. Brooke  Karanbir Singh Malhi  Brett Dean Vandergon
Devin R. Figgins  Kyle M. Rohan  Ruya Zare
Ben Jon Jensen  Joshua Joseph Snow Stringam

Master of Science in Chemical Engineering

Gereint Patrick McHenry Sis

Master of Science in Civil Engineering

Guneycan Dicle Beser  Mark Durland Jensen  Adam R. Sticka
Dillon James Curry  Tyler William Kuehl  Samuel Timothy Wilkes
Henry Nathaniel Haselton  Molly M. Ohlen

Master of Science in Computer Science

James Andrew Beck  Jonathan T. Heinecke  Kay Ellen Spokas
Rituparna Halder  Shriyansh Kothari  Baiqiang Wen
Bonnie Elizabeth Hardin  Susmit Sengupta

Master of Science in Electrical Engineering

Ryan D. Downey  Kora Michelle Lozano

Master of Science in Environmental Engineering

Kyle Andrew DeVerna  Emily Kay Stoick  Shayla Lee Woodhouse

Master of Science in Industrial and Management Engineering

Jordan Marie Burt  Dana Vale Diaz  Srinivasan Sridhar

Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Oluwafemi Ibitoye  Stephen Patrick Kuluris  Michael Mark Voth
Nathaniel Peyton Johnson  Brandon James Paschke
William C. Krolick  Ry Edward Phipps
Master of Public Administration
Charles Michael Bernstein
Wen-Jing Chang
Kiersten S. Iwai
Andrew Winslow Keegan
Alex Parijanlar
Matthew Edward Pilarczyk-Griffin
Daniel Rosinsky-Larsson
Adam S. Wollant
Margaret Elisa Zaback

Master of Arts in English
Sonja Annalise Benton
Kolby Elizabeth Brown
Julie Christen
Elaina Renee Juedeman
Joshua Andrew Ziegler

Master of Arts in History
Lerick Dean Allen
Yu Hirano
Anthony W. Wood

Master of Arts in Native American Studies
Meri Helen Gobert

Master of Science in Biochemistry
Sarah Catherine Bloch

Master of Science in Chemistry
Jessica Langlais

Master of Science in Earth Sciences
Jordan Jon Allen
Diana Ilona Patricia Saly
Garrett Benson Scofield
John M. Sykes

Master of Science in Fish and Wildlife Management
Adeline J. Dutton
John Ramsey Thornburg

Master of Science in Mathematics
Holt W. Bodish
Stephen J. Gormley
Zane Nicholas Huttinga
Gideon O. Idumah
Kai Peter Jensen
Christopher M. McKay
Joseph Paulson
Dustin D. Roose
Micah James Thorpe-Kramp

Master of Science in Microbiology
Erik Charles Anderson
Michael Stefan Dills

Master of Science in Optics and Photonics
Ryan Moore Galloway

Master of Science in Psychological Science
Courtney S. Sanders
Master of Science in Physics

Joseph B. Bretz
Reyann K. Larkey
Kylee M. Martens
Blake Carroll Moore
Joshua Tyler Povick
Zachary Schutte
Brett Michael Wilkins

Master of Science in Statistics

Esther Ruth Birch
Steven H. Durtka
Jacob Wesley Dym
Nnamdi Chika Ezike
Walker Ronald Hopkins
David Emmanuel Lartey
Elijah S. Meyer
Savannah J. Mooney
Priscilla Serwaamari-Baah
Julia C. Platt
Michaela Marie Powell
Daniel Nii Kwate Quartey
Jacob Larsen Rich
Christian Alexander Stratton

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL

Master of Science in Health Sciences

Maile A. All
Jackson Taylor Barber
Luke Arran Castellini
Ethan Bruce Flathers
Celia Ruth Kirkland
Sydnee Carol McKee
Kole Landon Mickolio
Elle J. Morrical
Hannah Marie Peretti
John W. Pueringer
Karin Marie Raschkow
Devyn Paul Rocker
Savannah Kathleen Swann
Lance Alexander Watson
BACHELOR DEGREES
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Business

Douglas Leroy Bosworth III
Taylor Wayne Broyles
Colter M. Darlington
Mckray C. Faxon
Sloan Anthony Fix
Thomas Green **
Dell Andrew Harmon *

Johnathan Shane Heiser
Katelynn Marie Hess
Jack William Holzer
Trey William Kokoruda
Rory Christopher Lewis
Megan Marie Markuson
Amber Rose Roberts **

Kinsey Jo Schwers *
Logan Walter Alvin Staub
Susanne Taylor Stewart
Ryan Ernest Tempel *
Nick Daniel Teselle *
Dylan J. Vasboe
Erik Robert Walden

Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Education

Neela A. Andres **
Cassady Roseann Guinnane
Adam Michael Metcalfe *

Alex Irene Nelson * Su
Amber Rose Roberts **
Leisa Leigh Stevenson *

Justin Taylor Wright

Bachelor of Science in Animal Science

Hayley Ann Barker
Tristen Joseph Baroni Su
Michaela Cherie Blevins
Benjamin Gray Bottcher **
Noah Gene Davis **
Katrina Derrick Su
Amy Malia Desjardins *
Morgan Elise Fraley
Kylie Ann Gardhouse *
Matthew Philip Kerner
Kaylee Sky Kountz *†

Katie Lynn Kraus
Kasee Irene Lawson Su
Katherine Marie Madsen *
Brant J. Marsh *
Kyle Wayne Mitchell
Jessica F. Murray
Katelyn Sandra Nelson
Allie Marie Novotny
Lauren Nicole Park
Kailyn Victoria Pohl
Katie A. Rice ** Su

Jenny Lillian Roddewig *
Brent Michael Rowan
Shannon H. Saint **
Samuel Michael Shearer
Brianna N. Smelser *
Hailey Marie Sweeggen *
Kasey Christine Sweeney **†
Edward McLane Weidenbach *
Amanda Rae Williams **

Bachelor of Science in Biotechnology

Robin L. Gauss **

Joseph R. Jensen *
Aishwarya Shekhar Kothari *

Bachelor of Science in Environmental Horticulture

Sparks Goodman Anderson
Amy L. Costle
Andrew Jackson Davis

Brandon Scott Hudyma
Zachary Mitchell Jones *
Quint Raynor Long

Quentin Gabriel Lorenzo
Nicholas John Townsend Su
Marisa Jo/Ann White *

Bachelor of Science in Environmental Sciences

Mathew Tucker Bain **†
Lee Maren Barbisan *
Jeremy Adam Ditto *
Riley Lewis Dodson
Zachary James Gigone

Megan C. Harrison
John Patrick Heneghan
John Jensen Howard
Emma Ruddock Lathrop **
Bryce Lee Murphy *

Aden L. Norris **
Rachel Christine Phipps **†
Raeleigh Janine Price **
Todd Lorren Schlotfeldt **

Bachelor of Science in Geospatial and Environmental Analysis

Jerad Rex Hoy Su

* Graduated with honors
** Graduated with highest honors
† Graduated with Honors College Curriculum
### Bachelor of Science in Land Rehabilitation

*Jeana M. Ratcliff*

### Bachelor of Science in Microbiology

| Deanna Rose DeSon | Hayley Jane Nicoll | Christina Grace Wendland |
| Harrison Frederick Dunca Hansen | Elizabeth Brawley Poteat ** † | Danielle E. Wendlandt * |
| Darby Jean Knoll * | Kasey Christine Sweeney ** † |

### Bachelor of Science in Natural Resources and Rangeland Ecology

| Matthew A. Becker * | Ashley Renee Dettmann | Jessica F. Murray |
| Trestin Thea Benson | Mackenzie Mae Foust ** | Michael David Oakes |
| Alyson Rose Christians * | Michael Charles Hamel | Brandt A. Ross |
| Victoria Lynn Chulyak ** | John Axel Huckins | Kevin Colter Wallen * |
| Noah Gene Davis ** | Matthew Allen Huston | Richard Logan Warren |

### Bachelor of Science in Plant Science

| Samuel Webster Ackerman | Tayber Gene Goff | Spencer Chase Smelser |
| Lucas Jonathan Ahlman | Tyler Anthony Maszk | Tyler Zinne Su |
| Kelly Dean Brown | Morgan Vanessa Miller * † | Samantha Jean Severyn |
| Evan Storm Crittenden * | |

### Bachelor of Science in Sustainable Food and Bioenergy Systems

| Uriel Danilo Menalled ** Su | Heather St Clair Ross * | Melissa Denise Soddy * |

### COLLEGE OF ARTS AND ARCHITECTURE

### Bachelor of Music Education

| Logan James Henke * † | Brian W. Rogge ** |

### Bachelor of Fine Arts

| Kasie Anne Anderson * | Alisha Nicole Fisher | Ian M. Morgan |
| Jason Michael Baida ** † | Laura Sue Franz * | Andrea Lauren Nault ** |
| Ariel Joy Baker * | Kree Denny Gullings * | Alexander Spence Peters |
| Brian Taylor Bigelow | LoRae DeVonne Hartman ** | Kathryn Elizabeth Pierce ** |
| Christy Marie Brown ** | Megan Nicole Horner * | Catherine Ann Schroeder * |
| Dalayna Lynn Christenson * | Harrison Grove Howard ** | Margaret Siberell * Su |
| Lucas Bradford Clutter | Kayli Renea Johnson * | Kailey Nicole Slemp * |
| Erin Mackenzie Corsi ** † | Jenna L. Joki * | Payton Christopher Smith |
| Daniel A. Damschen * † | Zoe Rae Lazar Kaatz * | Hannah Hurd Stevens * |
| Alexandra Rosa Marie D’Atri ** | Dominique Marie Kintzing * | Jenna Marie Tilleman ** |
| Taylor Jo Descheemaeker * Su | McKenzie Marie Kvalsten ** Su | Hart John Kralewski Van Denburg |
| Emily Brianna Ferguson * | Florence Mary MacDonald * | Holly Jean Zeller ** |

### Bachelor of Arts in Art

| Melissa Irene Drinville * | Kaia DaHyre Schumacher | Linnae Moriah Wolting * |
| Shelby Taylor Montle | Lacie Jae Snider * | |
| Anastasia Jane Reed | Norrie Syne Su | |
Bachelor of Arts in Environmental Design

Ellis Saunders Allen *  
Austin Douglas Anderson **  
Geneva M. Anderson Su  
Jack Tennant Anderson  
Morgan Ann Bloom *  
Brianna Elizabeth Braukmann *  
Katie Nicole Calderwood  
Ashley Rose Cope*  
Phillip Alexander Corah  
Kyle James Culbertson*  
Alexis Reanne Dejarlais*  
Colton Lanai Diehl*  
Austin James Ellis*  
Jacob Robert Ernst Su  
Colleen Marie Freiburger*  
Christopher Lingo Free Su  
Tia Nicolle Hanson**  
Abigail Dalen Jensen Su  
Mariah Jane Kalmon*  
Brooke Elaine Kervi** Su  
Dylan M. Kish*  
James Grady Kloote  
Jacob Daniel Lantage*  
Taehi Lee*  
Mackenzie Mae Lisac  
Schuyler Alden Mcauliffe*  
Cameron Charles Mcmahon  
Maddie Claire Miller*  
Lauren Chelsea Nydam  
Eric Ryan Petersen  
Aryn Namya Haxton Phillips**  
Dylan C. Romine*  
Marcus Roger Stark  
Jackson Case St Clair*  
John Pal Szekely  
Haley Elysia Teske**  
Marcus Cavanaugh Vesely  
Yihan Wang  
Jaffe Thomas Wilde  
Levi Matthew Wilson**

Bachelor of Arts in Film and Photography

Dylan Joseph Albans  
Tyler L. Andreas  
Lukas James Armstrong-Laird**†  
Anthony Kleomenes Athanasakos  
Jason Lathare Bodily  
Brooke Elizabeth Bohus  
Alexander Braun  
Jacqueline S. Centofanti*  
Jennifer Catherine Devine*  
Clara Bach DeWeese**  
Sierra McKay Ellis  
Zoe L. Erickson  
Kenneth Ryan Gough Su  
Eric Roger Hinsperger*  
Lauren Gately Jablonski*  
Austin Kenneth Jenanyan  
Malka P. Katz  
Travis Timothy Keating Su  
Stephen Alexander Lei* †  
David Anderson Loken  
Connor C. MacKinney* †  
Carson MacKenzie Meyer*  
David Nihl Walter Moore Su  
Rory Shea Killian Okes  
Maccenzie Orin Palin  
Alexa Perri  
Colter Peterson*  
Michael John Petty*  
McCullough Johnson Roach*  
Jacob David Robinson  
Bailey Nicole Salwey Su  
Amanda Luise Stelling**  
Kellie M. Swanson*  
Nicholas Keith Tenney  
Jessica Lorraine Thomas* †  
Nicholas Dobson Tobin*  
Taylor-Jane Marie Vaerewyck*  
Tyler Douglas Weil  
Sam Jacob Wiley  
Seth A. Wyberg

Bachelor of Arts in Interdisciplinary Studies

Tia M. Goebel**

Bachelor of Arts in Music

Erin Nicole Equall**†  
Trevor M. Weaver**  
Hayden Lee Woods  
Lily Emma Wright*

Bachelor of Arts in Music Technology

Marcus Robert Bendon  
Logan Colegrove*  
Matthew S. Grayson*  
Sean Russell Hartford  
Cody Ray Jackson  
Brenton Anthony Lambert**  
Eric William Lambert  
Joslyn Joyce Montagne*  
Brielle Aleah Morgan*  
Jacob John Pickett  
Anna Jeanette Stone**
JAKE JABS COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Bachelor of Science in Business

Marcos Manuel Aguilar
Amanda Susan Albrecht**
Hazen Steven Alkire
Zachary Kent Allen
Saoud Alnassar Su
Fahad S N Alsedairawi
Riyad Eed Alzahrani Su
Darcy Kay Anderson
Stacy Lee Arnold
Joshua T. Avila*
Erik Anders Axelsson**
Kultay Azanbayeva*
Michael Frederic Barday
Morgan Lewis Bartleson
Kellen Chaudhry Bates**
Jeffrey Donald Bell**
Levi Cole Bence
Sean William Bengocha
Joel Navid Benson
Karl Erik Berentsen
Brett Berry
Maclane Joseph Bignell
Katie Anne Bjorsness
Alexandra McKay Boozer*
Alexander Braum
Grant E. Brogan
Justin Lee Brown
Kyra Michelle Butts
Chase Edward Byrne
Elise Noelle Byron
Abigail Louise Caldwell**
Jason David Campbell
Katlin Reine Campbell
Catherine Michelle Carradine
Rachel Ann Casey**†
Erang Cho**
Kasey D. Chovanak*
Cassandra Paige Cichosz**
Logan E. Colegrove*
James P. Corbett*
Christopher John Cox
William Gebhardt Cronk**
Lauren H. Cyr
Chandler Shane D’Agostino**
Logan Joseph Dahinden
Peter L. Damiano
Summer Leigh Deeney
Madison Rose DeMartino**
Matthew R. Dewar
Koni Seumaal Dole Su
Ariel J. Dunn
Tyler Joseph Duquette**
Sean Brian Egan*
Blair A. Elliot Su
Nicholas Jeffrey Engels*
Andrew M. Erickson
Taryn L. Erickson
Haylee Jo Estey
Steven Scott Ferriter
Austin Wesley Finch** Su
Amber Rose Friesz**
Hannah E. Frye
Shelby Rae Frye* Su
Kayla A. Garfield
Morgan LeeAnn Gilbert*
Tucker Gill
Christopher Daniel Godwin
George Brandt Gold
Zachary Robert Green
Jarett W. Grimm*
Greysen D. Grinde*
Jonathan Bryan Habel
Erich L. Hahn
Ian Richard Hastings*
Zoe Jo Haugo*
Michael E. Hill*
Gregory Michael Windsor Hinojosa
Jace Dale Holyoak*
Hannah Claire Hoven*
Jing You How
Hayden Scott Ingle
Morgan Ann Jappe*
Nicholas Ryan Jensen
Hannah Louise Johnston**†
Travis Vernon Kaufman**
Paril Melissa Keller*
Wyatt Ryan Kelly*
Sedona Schai Kemp
Martin Theodore Kepner
Nicholas E. Kilmurray
Aaron Walter Kinsfather
Margaret Stephanie Kirby
Theadora Noelle Kirkegaard* Su
Elijah Archer Klein
Richard James Klotz
Brandon M Knowles
Miranda Jade Koski*
Markus Juris Krisjansons
Logan Thomas Kruse*
Christopher James Lambrecht*
Cameron Larabee Su
Alison Christina LaRoy
Austin Gregory Larson**
Kristyn Elizabeth Lavery**
Garrett S. Leach**†
Noah Benjamin Leckie**
Jessica K. Lepel Su
Austin Benjamin Lesueur**
Alexander Scott Lewis**†
Parker F. Lewis*†
Sara E. Lewis*
Haoxin Li
Benedict Osei Lyche*
Joshua Taylor Madden
Michael Mahler Su
Hunter Brendan Mahlum
Rory Michael Makohin
Abdulrahman Malallah
Ryan T. Mangun*
Colton Daniel March
Chelsea Anne Martello
Elijah David Mathias
Steven Joseph May
Connor J. Mayberry**
Davis Knowles McCall*
Stephanie Rae McCracken
Emilie Jeanne McGee
Victoria Rose McHugh*
Brandon James Meadors
Julia Marie Mills
Travis F. Mitchell
Chase Michael Moore
Ella Lee Mullen**
Stephen Joseph Murray*
William Frederick Murray
Charles Stuart Nelson
Lawrence Luu Nguyen
Keaton Hale Nicholson**
Erica Rose Nickoloff
Ashton Lorene Niederegger Su
Taylor Ray Kamaonakihiti O’Keefe
Jessica Nichole Peavler**
Daniel Charles Penoyer**
Brett Michael Peters*
Chase Clifford Peterson**
Taylor Danae Pfister*
Annemarie Tuyen Phan*
Angelica Philippova**
Nathaniel Wildermuth Piccin Su
Alex Eugene Piccici**
Kate Jacklyn Pontillo*
Sunirjeet Singh Rehal*
Tevan T. Rembe*

(Su) Summer Candidates, August 3, 2018

* Graduated with honors
** Graduated with highest honors
† Graduated with Honors College Curriculum
Louis Reed Richman Su
Alexander C. Rickey**
Patrick John Romano*
Jon Ludvik Daehlie Rosenberg Su
Julia Savannah Rowlan*
Nomindari Nomin Sanjsuren**
Caroline McSween Satel*
Elisabeth Ariel Michelle Sauer** †
Cole James Schneider
Evan Craner Schwarzenbach Su
Garrett Lucas Schweigert
Nicholas Scott Selden
Kayla M. Sessions
Allison Jane Sisson
Cassie Marie Smith**
Elijah James Sommerville Su
Amanda Nicole Swanson*
Daniel T. Sweet
Derek David Syth
Jacquelyn Marie Tait*
Ethan P. Tatarka**
Grace Lucille Tate
Jeremy Chun Fong Teh Su
Alexander Matthew Thelen*
Evan Walter Thomoff
Francesca Marie Townsend*
Ryanne Hope Tracy
Daniel Joseph Trainor
Samuel Albert Troychak
Stephen Paul Vetter*
Paige Kay Vinger*
Johnathan J. Vogel
Joshua Caleb Vun Kannon
Aidan Bailey Wade** † Su
Seth W. Wagner*
Haley Rae Walter**
Joseph Stafford Warren
Madison Lynn Watkins*
Ean J. Weaver
Dayna Alyson Weitz*
Zachary Michael West
McKenzie Marie Wick
Heather Marie Wise**
William James Younkes
Jiahao Zhong
Rebecca Jane Zullo*

Leo College of Education, Health and Human Development

Bachelor of Science in Community Health

Emily Sue Billow * Su
Alexandra Louise Bredy*
Brandi Crittenden Su
Audrey Louise Dickinson*
Jennifer Claire Eagleson
Caitlin Rose Engen**
Braelen Rashad Evans Su
Anna Fehrs
Aryn McKinzie Fisher
Ryan Blake Flatt*
Amelia Rose Fugate*
Sage Storm Hansen Su
Delaney Rae Hendricks* Su
Danielle Sensenig Hess**
Ellie Kay Horn*
Talya Elizabeth Johnson Su
Delany Mame Junkermier**
Kaitlyn Leigh Kechely*
Jordyn Mikayla LaDue Su
Mallory Ann McEwen**
Marissa Meegan
Jacquelyn Paige Merrill*
Caitlin Coyle Mundy
Joe junior Mvuezolo Su
Brandi Lea Nordwick
Benson Osahenrumwen Osayande
Rebekah Rose Pauli**
Byron Edward Pennington
Hayley Robbins
Metta Sairs * Su
Olivia Mary Louise Seifert
Samantha Lorene Wester Su
Robert Wilcox
Jace Houston Williams
Virginia Margaret Yazzie
Ella Marie Zwerneman**

Bachelor of Science in Early Childhood Education and Child Services

Christy Sue Cattelan*
Jessica Jane Long**
Riley Elizabeth Lubich*
Celine Riccardi Su
Laura Marie Rodas**
Brooklyn Kathleen Stern**
Haley Tessmer Su
Alea Rose Williams
Brooklynn Wilson Su
Dawn Maureen Ziem

Bachelor of Science in Elementary Education K-8

Sydney Nichole Arneson**
Sarah Michelle Bennett
Katherine E. Birkle**
Tate James Carney*
Shelby K. Carpenter**
Bennett C. Chelini*
Louis Michael Cielak
Holly E. Dahinden
Jennifer L. Davidson
Jessica S. Ellis*
Miranda Brooke Gilham**
Lizabeth Jane Gillhespy
Abbie Lynn Goggins*
Shelby Lynn Guelf**
Ali Marie Helgeson*
Samuel D. Howell*
Kylie Danielle Jager*
Megan E. Johansen**
Annmarie Morgan Kaufman*
Rachel Ann Kerr**
Lindsay Gale Kindred*
Trisha R. Lincoln**
Bethany Ann MacQuarrie
Sophia Ostroski**
Ashlen R. Pacella*
Mariah Paige Saltzman**
Allison Rose Scott**
Promise Victoria Sharples*
Tana Marie Spaid*
Leighanna Renee Stewart**
Cassandra R. Sybesma**
Emily Madison Tage**
Erin Lee Waldorf*
Randi Jean White*
Christina Elise Witham
Bachelor of Science in Family and Consumer Sciences

Sheridan Lynn Sundheim

Bachelor of Science in Food and Nutrition

Sarah Jayne Blaser
Amanda Renee Gatz
Aidan George Gustin
Shannon Kristine Hamilton
Serena Frances Hodges-Jolley
Jordan Elizabeth Howard
Ana Marie Jarrett

Bachelor of Science in Food and Nutrition (Honors College Curriculum)

Morgan Renae Julian
Brittany Grace Moats
Renee Amber Oelkers
Jessica N. Perreault
Emily Jane Peterson
Shauna Lee Rasmussen
Isaac Lyle Rider

Bachelor of Science in Health and Human Performance

Logan Nash Bailey
Janessa Michelle Benjamin
Stephanie M. Boehm
Sarah K. Burk
Abby Nicole Bymaster
Collin William Chambers
Jay Alexander Corti
Paige Kay Deibert
Kevin Jacob Dennehy
Stephanie Margaret Drozd
Hannah Leigh Erickson
Lane Ty France
Lindsay Ann Gobin
William Wesley Goodman
Dylan Gavin Harvala
Kari Bergheim Hole
Catherine Marie Jordan
Kendra Jewel Joyce
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Kindzerski
Oliver N. Kitzerow
Daniel Joseph Knuffke
Rachel Victoria Larson

Bachelor of Science in Health and Human Performance (Honors College Curriculum)

Ivana Lopez
Lane Michael Luscher
Raina Lynn Magnuson
Jaden A. Maharg
Hannah Jean McIntee
Luke Jordan McLaughlin
Hannah M. Moore
Jorden R. Moore
Michelle L. Morrison
Eli Richard Mower
Christian Cody Murray
Renee Amber Oelkers
Bryant James O'Leary
Madison Elaine Orr
Brenna Sue Ostertag
Craig Palmer
Jessica N. Perreault
Megan M. Ralstin
Kayla Skye Rowe
Alexandra Doris Rowland
Zachary Chase Schmidt
Cailyn Marie Schroeder

Bachelor of Science in Health Enhancement K-12

Robert C. Boyle
Taylor Calvin Cashmore

Bachelor of Science in Human Development and Family Science

Kallee Brownlee
Senai Kathleen Doss
Margaret Ann Dufficy
Devon M. Goldhammer
Katie Anne Goodnough
Rikki Hoerning

Bachelor of Science in Human Development and Family Science (Honors College Curriculum)

Emily Rose Hogin
Sophie Patricia Malin
Katie Nicole Marohn
Courtney N. McCormick
Zachary M. Minter
Sarina Justine Myers
**Bachelor of Science in Secondary Education**

Kaine Alexander Berardinelli
Charlotte Anne Elizabeth Brown
Morgan Robert Coffin
Allison Rachel Fishman

Alaina Rae Gomez
Kayla Marie Hallow
Tawni L. Johnson
Jerry Bryan Metesh

Sarah Caroline Kahalelaauoa Mueller
Alicia Rae Stoner
Connlan William Whyte

**Bachelor of Science in Sustainable Food and Bioenergy Systems**

Camrey Anna Bradshaw
Nellie Matilda Coyle

Graham J. Kerwin
Debra Renee Kraner

Vanessa May Walsten

**Bachelor of Science in Technology Education**

Laramie Austin Hart McCullough

Zane Van Lieshout

**NORM ASBJORNSON COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING**

**Bachelor of Science in Bioengineering**

Kaan Acildi
Dogancan Akic
Sevin Aksu
Efe Balci
Yagmur Bilac
Pelin Biner
Selen Bozkurt
Alper Buberci

Ahmet Ozan Cam
Dilara Naz Dulger
Ayten Ebru Erdogan
Berkay Kan
Onur Kaya
Yagmur Keskin
Ayse Bengisu Klic
Tan Kivrak

Melisa Kral Yilmaz
Muhammad Mesut Kuru
Zeynep Malkoc
Turku Zeynep Okyay
Nilsus Ondin
Ersal Yalcin

**Bachelor of Science in Biological Engineering**

Lydia Marie Aman
David Tyler Brown
Kenna Claire Brown
Gerrit James Egnew
Thayne Sherman Ekness
Ben Michael Grodner

Fei San Lee
Prasaaad Thomas Milner
Tanner William Nelson
Daniel J. Peters
Tirsar Arlyn Randall-Gruetter
James Andrew Stangeland

Christopher Remington Streeks
Ryan Jacob Totman
Anthony Todd Wiles
Joshua James Williams

**Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering**

Andrew Thomas Akerstrom
Norah Abdurahman Albaiz
Lydia Marie Aman
Moayad Salem Barayan
Timothy M. Benson
Dustin Robert Blagg
Jerran David Brenden
David Tyler Brown
Benjamin Foukelas Calvit
Giovanna Caruso
Riley Herman Dalke
Shane Wolfgang Delzer
Julie Elizabeth Donagan
Paige Elizabeth Driscoll
Robert Caleb Dvorak

Thayne Sherman Ekness
Katie Michele Exner
Afton Lee Ferry
Tanner J. Finney
Abram Curtis French
Brooke N. Gowins
Harry Davis Gray
Tynan Udine Heck
Andie Margaret Hogan
Nathan Thomas Hovorka
Timothy Marcus Johnson
Paul Nathaniel Kalgard
Sage R. Kerkes
Dylan Michael Kuprienko-Coleman
Sabrina Rae La Plante

Ian Reginald Latour
Adriana Juana Leal
Fei San Lee
Theresa Louise Leininger
Riley Allen Manfull
Ryan James McKinney
Anika Marie Miller
Prasaaad Thomas Milner
Youra Moeun
Rio Griffin Moore
Jackson Lawrence Negri
Tanner William Nelson
Annika Ingrid Oetken
Parker Andersen Pearsall
Jamison Mary Pesa

* Graduated with honors
** Graduated with highest honors
† Graduated with Honors College Curriculum
Daniel J. Peters** †
Dana Victoria Pfeifer
Lucas Thomas Poitra **
Reed Richard Rambough*
Jacob Conner Rankin
Jacob Eli Reny **
Nathan Charles Richmond*
Andrew R. Rimelman
Joseph Cahill Roback **
Mary Anna Roberts**

Tanner Hamilton Robison**
James Andrew Stangeland** †
Marquette Adrianna Stevenson**
Damien Oliver St George*
Christopher Remington Streeks*
Tara Sundsted**
Jacob Carl Sweeney*
Carter Emmett Theade**
Connor Frederick Thompson

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering

Ahmet Eren Aygun
Omer Faruk Ari Su
Abbi Janine Bashford*
Austin M. Batson*
Baruha Berke Baydar Su
Mason James Bowditch*
Trace Thomas Brady
Ammiel Christopher Branson*
Jacob Paul Carter-Gibb
Jared Allen Cribbs**
Kim Louise Dowaliby*
Wilson Victor Dsouza
Ryan Michael Estep
Theodore Henderson Grover**
Reilly Anne Holland
Melissa Nicole Inouye
Audrey A. Jones*
Bradley Robert Jones** †
Grant Steven Junghans
Can Gorkem Karakas
Davis Michael Keeney*
Janna Renae Kerk*
Andrew Moss Kirsch*
Travis Daniel Komenda
Mikhail Nikolayevich Korobkov**
Bridger Garrett Langel
Diego Andres Leon
Morley Melville Mathewson*
Patrick R. Mengler
Allison Marie Nelson
Alia Marie Peterson*
Wilder Picotte

Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering

Cameran Peter Adkins*
Meshal Abdulrahman Albaiz*
Faris Abdulrahman M Alshehri Su
Andrew Joseph Beck**
Zachariah Ritchie Fahsi
Tyler Anthony Ferrara*
John M. Gaddis*
Christopher Michel Major** †
Sam A. Meyer *
Michael Thomas Miller*

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science

Alex Isak Abrahamson
Aqeel Saeed Alsadiq
Keinan Wreford Balsam**
Alex John Perron Bauer
Conner Casey Becker *
Ryan James Brand *
William Peder Brendsal
Mark David Brown**
Chenwei Cao Su
Daniel Louis Church* Su
Samuel F. Congdon**
James Allen Corbett
Robert James Davis
Matthew D. Doran **
Carl L. Fee ** †

Cory Joe Forward
Ryan Freivalsd*
Tanner Allen Gascon*
Gregory James Gilbert
Austin Tanner Green*
Samuel Richard Hulme*
Alexander Michael Irish**
Samuel Aspen Kern ** †
Courtney Katherine Linder**
Michael S. Manning
Christopher Bennett McCabe
Aaron Linn McCarthy*
Stephanie Lynn McLaren
Justin Michael O’dea
Ethan Joseph Peterson*

Cal Michael Treadway** †
Cody Ray Warren Su
Anthony Todd Wiles
Hannah Elizabeth Worrest ** †
Bjorn Cockburn Worum*
Mark Wesley Young*
Sherif Atef Zaghawi
Coy James Zimmermann**

* Graduated with honors
** Graduated with highest honors
† Graduated with Honors College Curriculum
Bachelor of Science in Construction Engineering Technology

Abdulmohsen Alshamali
Luke Abram Anderson
Kyler Quinn Armknecht
Ty Austin Bermes
Zac Andrew Birdinground
Mitchell James Blaszczyk
Dalton Carr
Darian Max Clemens*
Craig Richard DeBuff**
David Robert Dempsey
Louis John Friederichs
Gunnar C. Furstenberg*
Nathan Thomas Hackley
Hunter Bo Hessian*
Darrin Charles Highfill
Jace James Holman**
Collin Richard Horsley* Su
Derek G. Jones
Rhett Alan Jorgensen*
Samuel Hale Kalmon
Ryan A. Keefe*
Zachary Mustard
William John Neville
Blake P. Normand
Riley Charles Pisk
Tyler George Reece
James A. Riley*
Austin Jene Robbenholt
Rydell Christian Ruff
Zachary Daniel Sullivan
Garrett Preston Walters**
Keith K. Wickman*
Timothy Peter Williams

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

Hussain H H M Aljadi
Ali Abdulrahman Alzahrani
Elizabeth Anne Bastian**
Shaun Kyle Baumchen*
Bryant Myron Beck*
Tristan Cole Cunderla*
Gonapinuwalage Sadeepa Dilshan De Silva
Cody Reese Dickerson
Naser Manssor Fadhul Su
Andrew David Fowler
Kamran Alexander Hetke
Chapman Patrick Hewett*
Peter F. Jaszkiwiovak*
Nicholas L. Konen
Jared D. Lambrecht*
Bryce T. Miller*
Jonathan W. Nolan*
Christopher Albert Remus
Jonathan Leonard Ruonavaara*
Christian Drew Saari*
Aaron Joshua Scherr**
Michael Anderson Seaholm**
Matthew Philip Tidler
Kevin Reed Williamson**
Jacob Mineo Yakawich*
Sean C. Young**

Bachelor of Science in Financial Engineering

Samuel Cackaert* Su
Elliot Ryan Hagan**
Thomas J. Marts**†
Colton Ray Morgan**
Jonathan Josia Samuel
Jacob Michael Stanton*
Kyle Angelo Warner
Gavyn Norberg Wilson*

Bachelor of Science in Industrial and Management Systems Engineering

Colin James Beck Su
Morgan Cole Beckett**
James Gregory Busch*
Elizabeth Rose Diegel**
Allie Nicole Haag**
Mackenzie Kain Hull**†
Taylon L. Kangas
Paul Douglas Krech**
Matthew Deegan LaPan**
Alex Daniel Lingle*
Robert Seiwa Martin*
Jacqueline D. McFarland*
Connor Ross Miller*
Robert Dale Nack
Benjamin D. Parks
Kyle Preiss*
Ryan Timothy Schlehuber*
Christopher Douglas Schopp*
Ransom Campbell Taylor*
Jacob Richard Walbridge**

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Abdullah Alaskar
Fahad Ibrahim Aldaajani
Waddah Najeeb Alrashaidan
Noah L. Andersen**†
MacGregor Joseph Anderson
Daniel Paul Aylesworth
Tanner James Ballance**†
Aaron D. Benjamin*
Trevor Urmsen Brown
Shiloh Perry Christopher**
Timothy Michael Chulyak*
Ryan James Clarke**†
Christian Joshua Cook
Lucas Timothy Crain**
Jack C. Crawford
Michael S. Daines
Jacob Miles Dancyz*
Austin John Davis
Lincoln Christopher DiLorenzo**
Connor M. Dixon*
Dane Aaron Dixon**
Isabella L. Durand
Caitlin Easterling Su
Nathan Charles Ellis*
Robert Collin Feight Su
Peter Anthony Finfrock**†
Dane Eric French
Tyrell J. Frieling
Caleb William Gardner*
Devon Leo Gergen
Nicolas M. Grochowski
Chandler R. Haberlack*
Zachary James Hein
Dylan Richard Hoerning
David Alan Hoffman
Jacob John Hohl*
Jacob Lynn Hostetter
Brandon Sinclair Huntley
Benjamin Jacob Hutchens
Seth D. Kane
Ryan D. Kasten*
Samuel R. Kinzle
Connor James Klein
Robert George Knutson
Sean G. Komora
Kollin Dallas Korell
Airel N. Lamb
John Earl Landers**†
Christopher William Lange**†
Audrey L. Larson**†
Dennis William Leacock
Ryan Liem-Salim
Samantha N. Lucara
Minura H Sudaraka Malalanayake

Henry Rowen Maloney**
Montana William Marks
Ty Allen McCormick*
Jamie George McWilliam**
Kyle W. Mikkola
Stuart J. Moore*
Micaela Celide Jeanne Moreni
Tate N. Nahorniak*
Thomas Michael Nicastro
Dalton B. Nold*
Trent James Pearson*
Linesh Peerun
Bridger Nels Peres
Jacob P. Perry***†
Nathan Harris Phillips**†
Cody James Popelka**
Travis K. Province
Michael Edward Rauenbuehler**
Joseph Elsmere Reade*
Carson Christopher Regoli*
Austin Gary Rensmon

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering Technology

Abdulhamid Zakaria Alhawsawi
Mohammed Abdullahat S Almuharifi*
Hesham Sami M Aloyuny
Nicholas Andrew Baran
Samuel Robert Barnwell*
Jacob Matthew Bernal
Alexander Joachim Bluhm
Alex W. Crane
William Douglas Deaton
Colt James DeCock
Victor Justin DeTienne
Joshua M. Grogan
Treycy K. Hart
James Allen Haynes
Skylar A. Heinzeroth
Tanner Douglas Henderson
Forrest Brett Lanier
Justin L. Lee*
Austin Timothy Lehrer*
Joseph James Lindner
Alex Mitchell Martyn
Bailey Shawn McCracken
Wayne Lindert Mickelsen
Brandon Nicholas Mielke

University of Wisconsin-Madison

Bachelor of Arts in American Studies

Erin Rachel Atwood
Scout Isabella Zito*

Bachelor of Arts in English

Stacey Marie Aberl
Tammy Marie Anderson
Jesse Roy Bair*
Brady Frances Banks
John Michael Bouchard
Destiny Ryan Brugman**
Mary Katherine Marie Buckingham
Christa Lynn Bucklew
McKinsie Leigh Clarkson**
Anna Daria Donch**†
Luke Adams Ebeling**
Jaycey Rae Anna Ellis
Braydon Jay Fitzpatrick*
Merritt Elizabeth Geary
Amanda Rose Grover*
Amber Lynn Grubbs
Kai Michael Haynes**
Rachel Emma Humphreys**

John D. Schlender* Su
Ryan K. Schwab*
Joel Collin Seeley Su
Brandt Kolden Seitz**
Abigale Cotton Snortland**
Shay Hunter Sommerfield*
Joshua John Stark-Dykema
Sarah Jean Stevens*
Tanner James Stockwell**
Brian William Sundermeyer
Carly Michelle Svendahl**
Madelyn Ruth Thomae*
Gabriel Dean Van Dalsem
Maxwell Thomas Veaze*
Devyn Ridgely Vining
Braydon R. White**
Seth Cannon Whiteside**
Raven Alexis Williams
Davis Philip Zubke*

COLLEGE OF LETTERS AND SCIENCE

Bachelor of Arts in American Studies

Erin Rachel Atwood
Scout Isabella Zito*

Bachelor of Arts in English

Stacey Marie Aberl
Tammy Marie Anderson
Jesse Roy Bair*
Brady Frances Banks
John Michael Bouchard
Destiny Ryan Brugman**
Mary Katherine Marie Buckingham
Christa Lynn Bucklew
McKinsie Leigh Clarkson**
Anna Daria Donch**†
Luke Adams Ebeling**
Jaycey Rae Anna Ellis
Braydon Jay Fitzpatrick*
Merritt Elizabeth Geary
Amanda Rose Grover*
Amber Lynn Grubbs
Kai Michael Haynes**
Rachel Emma Humphreys**

John D. Schlender* Su
Ryan K. Schwab*
Joel Collin Seeley Su
Brandt Kolden Seitz**
Abigale Cotton Snortland**
Shay Hunter Sommerfield*
Joshua John Stark-Dykema
Sarah Jean Stevens*
Tanner James Stockwell**
Brian William Sundermeyer
Carly Michelle Svendahl**
Madelyn Ruth Thomae*
Gabriel Dean Van Dalsem
Maxwell Thomas Veaze*
Devyn Ridgely Vining
Braydon R. White**
Seth Cannon Whiteside**
Raven Alexis Williams
Davis Philip Zubke*

* Graduated with honors
** Graduated with highest honors
† Graduated with Honors College Curriculum
Brett Scott Nelson
Robert J. Nelson**
Elizabeth Nicole Niewojna*
Jackson T. Nolde
Emma Roberts*
Sarah Elizabeth Rubin*

Katharine Taylor Rutecki*
Natacha Ann Schwellenbach*
April Nicole Seymour**
Alexandra Noelle Soltero
Bay Worthy Stephens* †
Preston R. Stevens

Tim D. Stover
Demi Shea Sullivan*
Rolf Erich Tengdin
Austin Keros Waldbillig*
Megan Lee Williams*
Xiaohan Zhang*

Bachelor of Arts in History

Camille R. Allen*
Luke Patrick Bouchard
Siobhan Desiree Brown Su
Alexis May Carter*
Andrew Edward Christy
Tadeusz Alexander Cramer*
Nicholas Anthony William DelDuca* Su
Jack Benjamin Egabakken Thompson
Anne N. Eimers
Jory Daniel Fisher*

April Louise Francis** †
William Meed Geary*
Hannah Rose Good* †
Mackinley Gwinner** †
Harrison Frederick Dunca Hansen
Bryan Donald Haysom
Alec Donahue Hoard
Miranda Hoffman** Su
Tyler Jordan Kirby
Robert Joseph Literas**

Connor Colburn Lynch
Kendall David McDonald
Nichele Renee Mills
Iain Conner Nolen-Weathington*
Isak Edward Petersen** †
Brooke Kristin Sapia* Su
Celina Keely Walker* †
Connlan William Whyte*
Meaghan Elizabeth Winder*

Bachelor of Arts in Liberal Studies

Heidi Buzzetti
Shelby Cegelski Su
Demetrius Crawford
Cortney Joy Dobrowski
Trista Jean Fery
Zack Conroy Fick
Marissa Lauren Galloway Su
William J. Griffiths*
Bhrea Maureen Henley
Shannon Lynn Herring*

Emma Ann Boyer Keshian
Leyla Osman Kirschen** †
Rocky Lee Lozano, Sr.*
Melissa McGraw** Su
Chad Michael Nash** Su
Benjamin Curtis Niesley
Canton O’Donnell Su
Madeleine Rose Price** †
Jeremy Robert Quick*
Antonio Mariano Renteria

Brooke Elizabeth Reynolds** †
Darcy Anne Saffer** Su
Brooke Kristin Sapia* Su
Nikki Scott Su
Alex Lindsay-Torres Shevaier Su
Horace Jackson Stone
Aidan William Weltner
Sierra Yanny** Su

Bachelor of Arts in Modern Languages and Literature

Conor P. Adams
Hayden John Ayre** †
Elise Rose Byle**
Jonas David** †
Julie Elizabeth Donagan* †
Kylie Danielle Jager*

Grace Annalise Juhala**
Caitlin Marie Pafford*
Richard Johann Panuschka*
Jacob P. Perry** †
Natalya Elle Polukoff* †
James Rubin Su

Elisabeth Ariel Michelle Sauer** †
Brian Christopher Sinrud*
Karl C. Tolgu Su
Aidan Bailey Wade** † Su
Heather Marie Wise**

Bachelor of Arts in Philosophy

William Alvin Barrows
Nicholas Anthony Clark*
Justine Virginia Dykgreve*

Seth T. Francis
Todd Lucas Jennings**
Jeremy Caleb Rich*

Catlin Samara
Joseph Robert Wood**

Bachelor of Arts in Political Science

Davis Muir Alexander
Rania Alhsouni**
Alison Kaye Basta*
Kiley Jo Blaskovich
Hannah Nicole Caudill
Elisa D. Cherry*
Rebecca Mae Davis

April Louise Francis** †
Konner Arthur Frey*
William Meed Geary*
Van Ellis Gillette
Hannah Rose Good* †
Kara Ruth Gratzek
Michael L. Hollinger** †

Adriana Juana Leal
Isabel Anne Loos** †
Peter Joseph Lucier*
Naomi Marie Lynam
John Dean Manley Su
Mara Anna Maus* †
Abigail Maiden Moffitt

* Graduated with honors
** Graduated with highest honors
† Graduated with Honors College Curriculum
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Damaris Taylor Nance*
Saisha Rae Reddick
Rebecca J. Reilly *

Eleanor Emma Sawyer** †
Sarah J. Snebold *
Olivianne Rene Stavick *

Emily Jo Stimac*
Stefan D. Wallach * †
Chase Austin Wheeler

Bachelor of Arts in Religious Studies

Anna Daria Donch ** †

Bachelor of Science in Anthropology

Magdalena Christina Beyer *
Grace Lee Dormanen
Jenna Kristine George
Clara Ashling Hearst

Alexis Anne Hoffman *
Matthew David Kennedy * †
Zachary Ronald Lund
Nicholas Andrew Patterson

Parker Tap Webb ** †
Kelsey Rebecca Wolf

Bachelor of Science in Biological Sciences

Megan G. Ahern **
Aislee Erin Atkinson
Olivia Magdalena Bates
Matthew James Becker
Francis Raymond Blundetto *
Samuel Wallace Casper *
Chase Nicholas Dart **
Raylee Elizabeth Dillard *
Elizabeth Ruby Emeline *
Maxmilian Guadalupe Fierro
Haylee Jane Flick
Cody John Forkan *
Hannah A. Freeman *
Eliço Angel García-Mata
Adrienne Kathleen Geraci *
Bryce James Gill ***
Colter Chance Griggs **
Madison Catherine Gunsch

Brian Richard Hagan
Molly Neiley Harber *
Amelia Elizabeth Hennessy
Julia Maria Houghton
Deborah Mary Jackson *
Neil Patrick Buckley Johnson
James Kevin Jones *
Morgan Marie Kimball
Robert Allen Klingaman
Heidi M. Lamonte
Savanah Lee Leidholt ** †
Sydnee Marie Lohrke 
Zachary John Maguire ** Su
Christine Lynn Marozick **
Adrian Morris Massey *
William Bartelle McDonald *
Jonathan Atwell McFarland *
Heather Danielle Merkouris *

Kurtis R. Minster Su
Jennifer Helen Rose Murray
Kelsy Faye Nability *
Brady William Neiberger
Cailey Rose Philmon *
Sam Mark Reinsel **
Evan Ansley Rodgers
Brianna Marie Russell ** †
Garrett Michael Samples
Kjora McCall Sande **
Benjamin Joseph Scott
Chloe Olivia VanderMolen
Jarod Clayton White
Tarryn Audrey Wilson
Cameron Robert Wischhusen
Stephan Ray Worley
Amanda Ellen Yetter
Austin Robert Zimmerman

Bachelor of Science in Biotechnology

Furkan Ibaoglu

Bachelor of Science in Cell Biology and Neurosciences

Hayden John Ayre ** †
Trampus Eugene Barton *
Jacob William Bettencourt *
Mitchell Jay Burrows *
Natalie Hope Cavelero
Jacob J. Cavon *
Ryan WonBae Chang **
Nichole Alexandra Chimbos *
Catherine Margaret Fernandez * †
Laura Frances Gilligan ** †
James Arthur Grinde ** †
Ellen Margaret Guyer ** †
Carlie Kay Haefner
Iris Ashley Hart ** †
Coy Jory Harwood
Mark James Hedinger **
Keiffer A. Hepola **
Mark Mitchell Herbert **
Josh R. Hunsaker
Mikaela Kristine Kynett * †
Zachary Lucas Matsko **
Michelle Allison Maxwell
Brandon P. Mountain * †
Elizabeth Anne Nesbitt
Brenna Sue Ostertag ** †
Skylar B. Passon **
Megan Hattie Pugh *

Adam Paul Rasmussen *
Phillip Samuel Reiner * Su
Madisen Eve Robertus **
Magdalena Lea Russell ** †
Luke Stanford Ryan *
Darian Janae Schafer **
Sean A. Simmons
Kyle Bowen Smith **
Tiana Rose Smith *
Josh Ryan Steenson
Jillian Savage Stika
Andrew Tschida *
Nolan Thomas Walker
Emma Rose Williams ** †
Bachelor of Science in Chemistry

Kaitlin M. Benda *
Katherine Emile Bertolino *
Clark McLean Copeland Su
Jenna Kristine George
Gennavieve Anne Gray

Daniel Curtis Kaiser
Jenna A. Kuipers *
Gabrielle Alise Law †
Molly Melinda Lukes †
Rylee Nicole Randall

Liam William Scott †
Grace Elizabeth Trytten ** Su
Alex Ling Tseng*
Kyle Evan Tweedy*
Hope Christine Watts ** †

Bachelor of Science in Earth Sciences

Luke Robert Befumo *
Weston Montgomery Boardman
Josephine Marie Brandlin *
Lauren Marie Brogdon
Jacob Ross Burgo
Gretchen Love Burkholder *
Sarah Anne Devaney *
Laura Elizabeth Devenport *
Patrick John Dobb, Jr.
Taylor Jashaun Eder
Steven Reed Feagler *
John Patrick Finigan
Tobias Carlson Goldman *
Josie Grigsby

Charles Connor Haworth
Erin Sensenig Hess †
Caden James Howlett Su
Keith Ian Kohlberg
Robert Jude Lester
Trevor Paul LiCalzi
Melissa Ann Manning
Sarah Ann Massar † Su
Ian Michael Matteson Su
Noella Jean Miner *
Richard Johann Panuschka *
Rebecca Anastasia Pappas *
Payson Jake Partridge *
Anna Claire Price †

Devin Kay Quick
Garrett Patrick Quigley
Mariah Jean Rapkoch-Cannon
Michael Patrick Rowan
Sarah Elizabeth Rubin *
Erich Stefan Schreier *
Erin Marie Shervey Su
Cody Joseph Stanley
McKinley Joseph Talty *
Maximilian Toeldt
Tanner Kyle Visnick **
Alatna V. Walsh
Matthew Eason Wood

Bachelor of Science in Economics

Faisal Khalid AlSaad
Kylar B. Clifton *
Andrea Marusha Creel †
Matthew Richard Foley Su
Christian Aiden Samuel Hochhalter *

Sage Kurta Jackson *
Holden C. King
Hilary Laura Lemen
Daniel Charles Penoyer **
Cassidy Colleen Reid *

Mitchell James Stewart Sanford Su
Colton C. Snure
Cullan Francis Staack
Samuel Alexander Vann *

Bachelor of Science in Mathematics

Brittany Lee Barnes **
Robert C. Boyle *
Sang Eun Cho *
Caleb Jon Christofferson
Margaret Ann Cleaver **
Hayley Nicole Conn *
John W. Daubert
Seth Aaron Dayutis Su
Sean Tyler Dellwo
Will Ross Hart Dumm ** †

Olivia R. Firth *
Benjamin Fox
Kendra Philipsek
Jerad Rex Hoy Su
Logan Mitchell Humberger
Amanda Mae Johnson **
Andrew Dalton Kain *
Sarah Grace McKnight **
Austin P. Myhre
Kylie Brianne Otis **

Kendra Philipsek
Katharine Elizabeth Sanderson *
Andrew Larsen Turner
Jacob Robert Michael Williams *
Michael Alan Zenz *
Posthumous degree: Inge Sadie Perkins **

Bachelor of Science in Microbiology

Trey Robert Alberda
Kyla Jean Bauman *
Juliana Kathryn Beauchene †
Rachel Ann Berg
Melissa Devin Blauvelt
Lynnea Eloise Bosch *
Lila Kay Bull Chief
William Michael Charlton *

Meghan Adele Clostio
Roxana Rose Cornell **
Heather Renee Devine *
Sabrina A. Dinkel
Husam Nassir Elsir Eltinay
Maria Clara Fernandes Martins *
Elizabeth Reese Gritzmacher Su
Chase Eugene Gruber *

Alexis Alexandria Hatton **
Haley Nicole Henderson **
Abigail Quinn Herriges
Rachel Elizabeth Johnston *
Brooke Ellen Kapalka
Andrea Marie Kavert
Aitana Kamille Moore **
Habib Andrew Mostefa *

* Graduated with honors
** Graduated with highest honors
† Graduated with Honors College Curriculum
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Bachelor of Science in Physics

Rikki Lynn Ollinger
Elizabeth E. Palmer
Quan Minh Phan**
Natayla Elle Polukoff*†
Daniel Edwin Quinones**

Casandra Kaye Rennick
Kyra K. Ruth*
Matthew James Selensky**
Nathan Alfred Sickler*
Huiyu Sui

Abigail Dawn Taylor**
Jessica Halsey Wheeler*
Megan Nicole Wilhelms*
Taylor Dawn Willems*
Kaitlin Jane Wilkins*

Bachelor of Science in Psychology

Nicholas P. Bonham
Katherine Nicole Chamberlain**
Janine Angela Hay

Madeline Jackie Kelly**†
Eric W. Mitchell*
John Brock Pommer*

Bachelor of Science in Sociology

Matthew Ryan Abbott
Cody Tyler Talley Allinson*
Mubarak Salem M Almakhalas Su
Katherine Eleanor Alitzer**
Hayden Thomas John Boynton
Blake Braun
Summer Lee Craig*
Hannah Jayne Cubbage**†
Rebecca Lynn Delaittre*
Amanda J. Denton
Korbin Janelle Duval

Joshua Luke Falkos**
Taylor Cheyenne Gagnon
Madison Taylor Galloup
Hayden E. Haft
Brandon Tsuyoshi Hayashi
Sam Griffin Hilger*
Aaron Charles Hurlburt
Phaedra Kimball*
Joyshie Patricia Krebsbach*
Andrea Jane Lamotheux
Sophie Anna Brooks Livingston*

Sarah Ellen Manry*
Zachary Kenneth Martinez**
Jakob Thomas Michael McCarthy
Lucas James McCarthey
Rickey Renee Nash
Ashlan Elizabeth Olson* Su
Quinn Avery Price
Eleanor Emma Sawyer**†
David Thomas Sherif
Andrew Logan Starr
Veronica Marie Sullivan Su

* Graduated with honors
** Graduated with highest honors
† Graduated with Honors College Curriculum
College of Nursing

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Jennifer Stacey Acker **
Terri Lynn Adams **
Cody Ryan Auck Su
Andrew Charles Baker **
Katherine Louise Baker **
Anne Elizabeth Barber **
Lauryl Elizabeth Barnett **
Amber Ann Barone ** Su
Alyssa Joy Bartling **
Carlin Anna Benzel **
Chooi Ying Sim Birdsong * Su
Kathleen Marie Bokon *
Amanda Jane Bosse *
Eric Michael Botten
Erin N. Brooks **
Laura Cameron Brown **
Pauline Anna Buerhaus Su
Brett Daniel Byers **
Lauryn Elizabeth Byrne *
Melissa Allison Catsam Su
Bert Jeffrey Certain * Su
Lauren Elizabeth Cogdill **
McKinzie Rae Cooper **
Leah Mara Cornish * Su
Alicia Lynn Crane *
Christian Brad Crozier *
Jessica Collins Darlington *
William Ryan Dean ** Su
Emma M. Didier *
Sarah Lynne deRosier Dietz **†
Tailyr Nicole Dytdahl
Callie Elizabeth Ellingson **
Megan Leona Emter **
Cori L. Enselei*
Laken Kole Eylander
Dallas Lee Fargo **
Michaela Jean Fiore *
Dallas Kit Flager
Darby Kate Garner *
Shannon Helene Gehrke ** Su
Rachel Leanne Gibbons
Katherine Linnaea Gill ** Su
Megan R. Gillespie *
Shauna Jean Graves ** Su
Abigail Marie Gravgaard **
Hannah Ruth Greene *
Elisa Sarah Gutierrez Su
Jessica Elaine Guy **
Brittany Ann Hansen *
Madison Violet Hansen *
Haley Margaret Harmon **
Kelsie McAuliffe Helberg Su
Ruesha Ann Hendricks Su
Marissa McKenzie Hepner **
Adam Joseph Hertzig
Melanie Rae Hoke
Meghan Anne Holder Su
Brooke Heather Huffman * Su
Stacie Lynn Hull *
Meghan Lynne Johnson *
Sidney Nicole Johnson *
Darcy Lynne Jukpa *
Walter Carl Kenyon, Jr.
Abigail Cicile Ketterling **
Kirsten Peggy Kreutz *
Justin Fox Kuensl
Syndie Blythe LaValley **
Aubrie Danee Le * Su
Catherine Mary Long **
Mark Andrew Messmer Su
Sarah Metzger *
Kayla Jean Morgan *
Morgan Nicole Mueller **
Shayla Rose Mulcasy *
Megan Elizabeth Murphhey ** Su
Alyssa Grace Nagel *
Kristi LaMae McGowan Su
Katie Elizabeth McKay Su
Quincy Marie Mears *
Mark Andrew Messmer Su
Sarah Metzger *
Kayla Jean Morgan *
Morgan Nicole Mueller **
Shayla Rose Mulcasy *
Megan Elizabeth Murphhey ** Su
Alyssa Grace Nagel *
Kristen Danielle Nelsen *
Katie Marie Nessan **
Sara Beth Nestor
Kayla M. Northrop *
Caillan Elizabeth O’Brien Su
Erin Renee O’Leary Su
Tessa Rae Olivier *
Hannah Elise Orth *
Kenneth Clayton Paddie
Linda Bowers Phillips * Su
Shanae Phipps-Peterson *
Alexandra Marie Pirtz **
Larissa Grace Price ***†
Samantha Lynn Racine
Jade Ellis Raue *
Jennephyr Ann Reiche-Sterling **
Brittney Marie Robbins Su
Leah Marie Robinson ** Su
Trae Lyn Roderick *
Samantha G. Roslie **
Libby Kristine Rutz, Su
Donna Ruth Sanders *
Justine June Sandoval **
Erii Frances Schreibes *
Jonathan Muir Scott * Su
Larkin Adrien Scott Su
Austin Patrick Seder *
Shay Nicole Shellhamer **
Alexis Anne Shick *
Stephanie Michelle Silva **
Charles Grady Sinton Su
Jennifer Suzanne Slye **
David Leon Smith
Aaron C. Snyder *
Taylor Louise St John *
Chloe J. Sukut *
Hope Sukut **
Emily Nicole Sullivan
Kathryn Marcia Dublin Taillie **
Ian Edward Truscott
Timothy Kale Underhill *
Siena Rae Vetsch *
Emry Clare Walker * Su
Josephine Louise Walters **
Whitney Molly Wendland *
Kara Diana Wesi Su
Ellen Whalen Su
Erin Christine Whipp Su
Kendyl Shea White **
Fawn Amber Sage Wilder *
Kyrsa Christine Williamson Su
Nicole Renee Wilson **
Kelsey M. Young **
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ASSOCIATE DEGREES
GALLATIN COLLEGE

Associate of Arts

Samuel Colter Askin
Jacob Antony Brooks
Kady Hope Bucher
Thomas Declan Burke
Bixby Ann Daugherty
Lisa R. Kleinsasser * Su
Gabriel Matthews *
Katherine Pressly Su
Chantelle Lewis Sanchez * Su
Jessica Anne Smith
Zachary Dylan Voigt * Erin Weisser

Associate of Science

Alexis Anne Blackwood
Daniel Benjamin Bockius
Austin Brown
Julia Rose Christie
Keeley Elise Coate
Seamus Javier Christop Courtney
Zachary Cameron Haggett
Anthony Wayne Heiberg
Michelle Jean Helvey *
Michael Andrew Jagoda
Tori Lynn Jones
Jennah Marie Lebrecht *
Kaitlin Marie LeMieux
Cody Lipperd
Taylor A. McCabe
Chase Montana Morgan
Amy Scott Mosher
Brian Spencer Negaard
Hannah Michael Pimperton
Shay Ann Reynolds
Chance James Smith
Katherine Micah Smith
Carter Eugene Snow
Briley J. Startzel
Casey Stevenson
Emily Ashton Thompson
Joshua James Tuininga *
David M. Van Kirk
Brandon Thomas Wojcik

Associate of Applied Science in Aviation

Andrew Michael Borash
John Bain Campbell
Chance Lamoreaux Christensen * Su
Michael Patrick Cichon
Michael Johannes Demko
Brian Bernard Engh *
Christopher Gary Geppert
Melissa Ann Harlow **
Christian James Iberlin
Colter James Kenworthy
Connor William Ashley McCain * Su
Nikita Noelle Norton
Chance T. Rhein *
Raeann L. Shelagowski **
Corey Douglas Tozier *

Associate of Applied Science in Design Drafting Technology

Tyler Joseph Bennett
Todd Matthew Elser
Lee W. Feist *
Morgan Marie Fowler *
Andra Jo Lammers *
Kyle Clayton Stinson **
Elizabeth C. Swanson *

Associate of Applied Science in Interior Design

Meg Makena Bean **
Hannah R. Goulet **
Nicole Cierra McDonald *
Kelsey Elizabeth McGregor
Jacqueline Vinson McKernan **
Mara Danielle Severson **
Laura Lee Steppel *
Charli Janell Sullivan
Kyle Anne Ticknor
Olivia Jayme Tuss
Meranie Donatella Vercio *
Lindsay Renee Young *

Associate of Applied Science in Photonics and Laser Technology

Rebecca Jill Biles **
Conor Robert Delaney
Samuel James Fritz
John G. Grimm
Daniel James Kuckler *
Westen Mead McWilliams
Travis Wayne Roth **
CERTIFICATE
GALLATIN COLLEGE

Professional Certificate in Business Management
Kelly Jean Arnold
Samuel Colter Askin
Brett Allen Dresslar
Edward David Lange
Taylor A. McCabe
Candace Lee Moyer
Hannah Li Ruefer
Chantelle Lewis Sanchez
Cady Renee Sayers
Carter Eugene Snow
Megan K. Tatz-Morey
Chase Allen Veldboom
Cordell Matthew Weight

Certificate of Applied Science in Health Information Coding
Rochelle Annette Celander* Su

Certificate of Applied Science in Medical Assistant
Larissa Schiff
Katherine Ann Beggs* Su
Rochelle Annette Celander* Su
Meghan Massingale Su

Certificate of Applied Science in Welding Technology
Kelsey A. Clarke
SPECIAL RECOGNITION

HONORS COLLEGE

Noah Lial Andersen, Academic Achievement
Lukas James Armstrong-Laird, Academic Achievement
Hayden John Ayre, Highest Distinction
Jason Michael Baide, Highest Distinction
Mathew Tucker Bain, Academic Achievement
Tanner James Ballance, Highest Distinction
Juliana Kathryn Beauchene, Academic Achievement
Charlotte Anne Elizabeth Brown, Distinction
Rachel Ann Casey, Distinction
Ryan James Clarke, Academic Achievement
Andrea Marusha Creel, Distinction
Hannah Jayne Cubbage, Highest Distinction
Daniel Alan Damschen, Academic Achievement
Jonas David, Highest Distinction
Jennifer Ann Davis, Distinction
Julie Elizabeth Donagan, Distinction
Anna Daria Donch, Academic Achievement
Will Ross Hart Dumm, Highest Distinction
Thayne Sherman Ekness, Academic Achievement
Erik Nicole Equall, Distinction
Carl Luca Fee, Academic Achievement
Catherine Margaret Fernandez, Academic Achievement
Peter Anthony Finfrock, Distinction
Taylor Donovan Flynn, Distinction
April Louise Francis, Highest Distinction
Bryce James Gill, Distinction
Laura Frances Gilligan, Highest Distinction
Hannah Good, Distinction
James Arthur Grinde, Distinction
Benjamin Michael Grodner, Highest Distinction
Ellen Margaret Guyer, Highest Distinction
Iris Ashley Hart, Distinction
Logan Henke, Distinction
Erin Sensenig Hess, Academic Achievement
Michael Laurence Hollinger, Highest Distinction
Mackenzie Kain Hull, Highest Distinction
Natalie Anne Jeude, Distinction
Hannah Louise Johnston, Distinction
Bradley Robert Jones, Highest Distinction
Morgan Renae Julian, Highest Distinction
Madeline Jackie Kelly, Distinction
Matthew David Kennedy, Distinction
Samuel Aspen Kern, Distinction
Leyla Osman Kirschner, Distinction
Kaylee Sky Kountz, Academic Achievement
Mikaela Kristine Kynett, Distinction
John Earl Landers, Highest Distinction
Christopher William Lange, Academic Achievement
Audrey Louise Larson, Academic Achievement
Gabrielle Alise Law, Highest Distinction
Garrett Sacrisson Leach, Distinction
Stephen Alexander Pierson Lei, Distinction
Savanah Lee Leidholt, Highest Distinction
Alexander Scott Lewis, Highest Distinction
Parker Floyd Lewis, Distinction
Isabel Anne Loos, Distinction
Molly Melinda Lukes, Distinction
Connor Clinton MacKinney, Distinction
Caroline Jean Madill, Distinction
Christopher Michel Major, Distinction
Thomas James Marts, Academic Achievement
Sarah Ann Massar, Distinction
Mara Anna Maus, Distinction
Rebecca Claire Mayville, Highest Distinction
Morgan Vanessa Miller, Academic Achievement
Ellise Claire Moon (Moore), Highest Distinction
Brandon Peter Mountain, Academic Achievement
Brenna Sue Ostertag, Highest Distinction
Jacob Paul Perry, Distinction
Daniel Peters, Highest Distinction
Isak Edward Petersen, Highest Distinction
Nathan Harris Phillips, Academic Achievement
Rachel Christine Phipps, Academic Achievement
Natalya Elle Polukoff, Distinction
Elizabeth Brawley Poteat, Distinction
Anna Claire Price, Distinction
Madeleine Rose Price, Highest Distinction
Larissa Grace Price, Distinction
Brooke Elizabeth Reynolds, Highest Distinction
Benjamin Donald Rhuman, Distinction
Miriam Claire Rognlie, Distinction
Brianna Marie Russell, Highest Distinction
Magdalena Lea Russell, Highest Distinction
Elisabeth Ariel Michelle Sauer, Distinction
Eleanor Emma Sawyer, Highest Distinction
Liam William Scott, Distinction
Erin Marie Shervey, Distinction
James Andrew Stangeland, Highest Distinction
Bay Worthy Stephens, Distinction
Audrey Rose Stoltzfus, Distinction
Mason David Storm, Academic Achievement
Kasey Christine Sweeney, Distinction
Jessica Lorraine Thomas, Distinction
Cal Michael Treadway, Academic Achievement
Grace Elizabeth Trytten, Academic Achievement
Sara Kristina Vanacht, Highest Distinction
Emma Elizabeth Vigers, Academic Achievement
Tanner Kyle Visnick, Distinction
Aidan Bailey Wade, Highest Distinction
Celina Keely Walker, Distinction
Stefan Demetrios Marvin Wallach, Highest Distinction
Hope Christine Watts, Academic Achievement
Parker Tap Webb, Distinction
Emma Rose Williams, Distinction
Hannah Elizabeth Worrest, Academic Achievement
UNITED STATES ARMY AND AIR FORCE RESERVE OFFICERS’ TRAINING CORPS

— Commissioned as 2nd Lieutenants in the United States Army During the 2017-2018 School Year —

Jacob M. Bernal                           Joshua L. Falkos                           Habib A. Mostefa
Laura E. Devenport                      Austin T. Lehrer                           Luke S. Ryan
Luke A. Ebeling                           Andrew J. Marciniak

– Commissioned as 2nd Lieutenants in the United States Air Force During the 2017-2018 School Year –

Davis M. Alexander                         Matthew L. Wentz                           Braydon R. White
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Reunions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1948</td>
<td>Carla (Onken) Johnson, Bakersfield, Calif.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Millie (Mountjoy) Knodle, Spokane Valley, Wash.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nina (Murfitt) Krakenberg, Hayden, Idaho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clark McKee, Anacortes, Wash.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Peter Anderson, Bozeman, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R. Dale Beland, Bozeman, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chuck Bentz, Loveland, Colo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Janet (Tobey) Bierrum, Kalispell, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nancy (Lichtwardt) Burnham, Helena, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Don Chaffey, Cody, Wyo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mary (Turley) Cooley, Muselshell, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Betty Lou (Kolokotrones) Crowe, Great Falls, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Guy C. Crowe, Great Falls, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Robert Davis, Fall City, Wash.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sharon (McGowan) Dieziger, Great Falls, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bev (Hart) Donaldson, Helena, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jane (Welsh) Edwards, Anaconda, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Donald Feshour, Helena, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mona (Gilpatrick) Feshour, Helena, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wayne Gibson, Bozeman, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pat (Smith) Hall, Bozeman, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rodger Hankins, Whitefish, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Charley Hash, Bozeman, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jerry Haslip, Victor, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Barbara (Buckingham) Hickey, Moore, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bill Icenoggle, Cut Bank, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dale B. Johnke, Loveland, Colo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>George Mattson, Bozeman, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Louise (Wanken) McDonnell, Helena, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bob Mellhatten, Bozeman, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Carole (Folda) Mosby, Tacoma, Wash.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Denny Perry, Chateau, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pat (Johnson) Robbins, Bozeman, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Carol (Mathews) Roehm, Bozeman, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Carmen Sande, Portland, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joyce (Jordan) Schessler, Laurel, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bob Schessler, Laurel, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bud Schultz, Seattle, Wash.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dean Swank, Bigfork, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fred Walter, Butte, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1958</td>
<td>Don Aaker, La Quinta, Calif.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jim Alderson, La Quinta, Calif.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gail (Christian) Anderson, Renton, Wash.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Michael Anderson, Bozeman, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jerrell “Jerry” Ballas, Missoula, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bonnie (Dallas) Barkemeyer Dallas, Wilsall, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rita Beaudry, Valley City, N.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forrest Berg, Bozeman, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Steve Beumée, McFadden, Wyo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Helen (FitzGerald) Cogley, Clancy, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Herbert “Dave” Cogley, Clancy, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Claudia Colley, Daly City, Calif.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>George Converse, Elizabeth City, N.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mike Elgie, San Rafael, Calif.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Greg Ethridge, Centennial, Colo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Priscilla Ann (Dimzoff) Ferkin, Bozeman, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Donna (Chalmers) Ferris, Columbus, Gu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Michael “Mike” Ferris, Columbus, Ga.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Charles Garrison, Fairfield, Ohio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gloria (Stevens) Garrison, Fairfield, Ohio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Susan Gibb, Bozeman, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Larry Hambly, Los Alamos, Calif.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lenny Johnson, Moscow, Idaho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gail (Arthur) Jones, Calgary, Alberta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mary Ann (Bailey) Lammers, Philomath, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mark Larsen, Grants Pass, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jan (Ross) Livesay, Great Falls, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vonda (Collins) Mason, Hot Springs Village, Ark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Larry McKay, Missoula, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ted Neuman, Lothian, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Judy (Ross) Oveson, Great Falls, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JoAnn (Koford) Paullin, Kalispell, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dave Phillips, Lewiston, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Carlo Porteen, Gold Canyon, Ariz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>James “JR” Robbins, Sandpoint, Idaho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Terry Ross, Merced, Calif.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chuck Samuel, Santa Barbara, Calif.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Betty Kay (Jacobs) Sanchez, Gresham, Ore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Don Schmitt, Coeur D Alene, Idaho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diane (Matte) Simmons, Tucson, Ariz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bill Skinner, Belgrade, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harry Stannebein, Sun City West, Ariz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Santo R. Tartivita, Atlantic Highlands, N.J.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Janet (Fullerton) Thurston, Hamilton, Mont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>David W. Turner, Rancho Palas Verdes, Calif.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Connie (Carbis) Tisdal, Golden, Colo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Craig Wentzel, Monument, Colo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kathy (Thomas) Wentzel, Monument, Colo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Terry Wolfe, Bozeman, Mont.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As land-grant institutions, Montana State University and the state’s seven tribal colleges have a unique history and mission.

Land-grant universities such as MSU came into being under the federal Morrill Acts of 1862 and 1890. Over the years, land-grant status implied several types of federal support. The first Morrill Act provided grants in the form of federal lands to each state for the establishment of a public institution to fulfill the provisions of the act.

During the first half of the 19th century, the structure of colleges and universities were greatly influenced by European universities, which had educated many of America’s leading professors. But these European universities were organized to serve a society which was not democratic. University education was for the male leisure classes, government leaders, and members of the clergy, legal and medical professions.

At first, American institutions, functioning in somewhat the same fashion, offered chiefly the classical and professional curricula. Although the importance of science was gaining recognition, scientific education was not widely available. But by the middle of the 19th century, the general and scientific press were making widespread demands for more agricultural and technical education. Agricultural societies in many states insisted that colleges be available where students could study agriculture.

Passage of the first Morrill Act in 1862 reflected this growing demand for agricultural and technical education. While a number of institutions had begun to expand upon the traditional classical curriculum, higher education was still widely unavailable to many agricultural and industrial workers. The Morrill Act was intended to provide a broad segment of the population with a practical education that had direct relevance to their daily lives. It also provided for military training, an important consideration to President Abraham Lincoln, who signed the act in the midst of the Civil War.

Justin Smith Morrill, a representative and later a senator from Vermont, sponsored the land-grant legislation that bears his name and is generally credited as having secured its passage. Prior to Morrill’s support for land-grant legislation, Jonathan Baldwin Turner, a Yale-educated farmer, newspaper editor and college professor, made education for the working class his cause in the mid-19th century. His “Plan for a State University for the Industrial Classes” advanced ideas that are now fundamental to the land-grant system, such as experimental research in agriculture.

An important federal addition to the land-grant mission was the agricultural experiment station program created by the Hatch Act of 1887. Today, the Montana Agricultural Experiment Station operates under MSU with the majority of its programs in Bozeman. Seven MAES centers across the state conduct research relevant to the challenges of Montana’s agricultural and natural resource communities.

In 1914, the Smith-Lever Act created a Cooperative Extension Service associated with each U.S. land-grant institution to assist with educational outreach efforts throughout the states. MSU Extension serves all of Montana’s 56 counties and five of the state’s Native American reservations, providing an enormous range of services in areas that include: agricultural and natural resources, consumer education, nutrition and healthy lifestyles, community resource development and youth development programs for tens of thousands of Montana children through 4-H.

Since their establishment, land-grant colleges and universities have grown to represent a unique system of widely accessible higher education. There is now at least one land-grant institution in every state and territory of the United States, as well as the District of Columbia.

Today, America’s land-grant universities continue to fulfill their democratic mandate for openness, accessibility and service to the people. Many of these institutions have joined the ranks of the nation’s most distinguished public research universities. Through the land-grant university heritage, millions of students are able to study every academic discipline and explore fields of inquiry far beyond the scope envisioned in the original land-grant mission.

—Excerpted and modified from “The Land-grant Tradition,” a publication of the Association of Public and Land-grant Universities.
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